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Predictive algorithms and high-stakes decisions

- Algorithms predicting:

default / self-harm / re-arrest 

…are used in:

loan / medical / criminal justice decisions

- But, humans – not algorithms – usually make final decisions

(loan officers / therapists / judges)

=> understanding the impact of algorithms requires

     understanding how/why algorithms impact human decisions 

Thomas Fuchs
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Predictive algorithms and high-stakes decisions

- Algorithms predicting:

default / self-harm / re-arrest 

…are used in:

loan / medical / criminal justice decisions

- But, humans – not algorithms – usually make final decisions

(loan officers / therapists / judges)

=> understanding how algorithms change these systems requires understanding 
how algorithms change human decisions 

Thomas Fuchs



How do predictive algorithms change human decisions?

Conventional wisdom: 

algorithms provide decision-makers      
with data-driven predictions 

“algorithmic predictions” 

- loan officer’s algorithm prediction: “high risk” 
- therapist’s algorithm prediction: “high risk” 

- judge’s algorithm prediction: “high risk” 
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This paper: demonstrates independent effects of recommendations

But: 

algorithms often provide more than predictions – 
they provide recommendations

“algorithmic recommendations” 

Conventional wisdom: 

algorithms provide decision-makers      
with data-driven predictions 

“algorithmic predictions” 

Empirical challenges: opaque institutional details around algorithm construction and 
implementation + simultaneous introduction of the predictions and recommendations

Leverage a natural experiment ( judges making bail decisions in CJS) where 

1. algorithmic predictions given to decision-makers stayed the same
2. BUT use of algorithmic recommendations changed



Preview of results

1. Recommendations change decisions
○ Recommendations have independent effects from algorithm predictions themselves
○ Lenient recommendations increase lenient bail by 50%

2. Why? Recommendations can change private costs of errors
○ Making mistakes is less costly when decision consistent with recommendation

(lenient recommendations provide “cover” for judges)
○ Algorithms can impact decision-maker incentives, rather than just predictions

3. Heterogeneity: Recommendations may not impact all groups equally
○ Judges deviate from lenient recommendation more for Black defendants than for white 

defendants with identical algorithmic scores
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1. Recommendations change decisions
○ Recommendations have independent effects from algorithm predictions themselves
○ Lenient recommendations increase lenient bail by 50%

2. Why? Recommendations can change private costs of errors
○ Making mistakes is less costly when decision consistent with recommendation

(lenient recommendations provide “cover” for judges)
○ Algorithms can impact decision-maker incentives, rather than just predictions

3. Heterogeneity: Recommendations may not impact all groups equally
○ Judges deviate from lenient recommendation more for Black defendants than for white 

defendants with the same algorithmic risk



Roadmap

1. Background on algorithms and bail decisions

2. Empirical setting: Kentucky bail decisions

3. Toy model and theoretical predictions

4. Causal effects of algorithmic recommendations

5. Addressing identification concerns 

6. Heterogeneous effects by defendant race



Background on algorithms and bail decisions
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Algorithms in decision-making

These papers: 
algorithms can outperform human decisions

…but what about when humans are involved?
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No algorithmic 
information given to 

humans

Algorithm-based rules 
dictate outcomes

Algorithmic predictions 
given to humans

Algorithmic predictions 
+ recommendations 

given to humans

Algorithms in decision-making

Today: highlight the importance of the 
distinction between these intermediate options

Sloan, Naufal, and Caspers 
(Forthcoming), Stevenson (2018), Doleac 
and Stevenson (Forthcoming), Garrett 
and Monahan (2018), DeMichele et al. 
(2018), Cowgill and Tucker (2019)

Berk (2017), Jung et al. (2017), Mullainathan and Obermeyer (2022), Kleinberg et al. (2018)



- Incarceration before any conviction common in the US
- 65% of people in US jails in pretrial detention (~500,000 people)

Arrest => Bail conditions set => Conviction determination

- Bail's purpose: minimum conditions to ensure court appearance + public safety 
- Most salient example of bail: money bail 

- Requires financial deposit for jail release
- Goal: incentivize returning to court/no rearrest (i.e., good conduct)

Bail system in the US
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Bail decisions and algorithms 

Judge objective: minimize bail conditions, minimize pretrial misconduct

Lever: setting money bail (requires defendant to post money for release from jail)

Algorithms:

Source: Epic (2020)

Predict misconduct based on observable data

Common goal: "data-driven way to advance pretrial release" 
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Example 1: allocating housing

- People are scored (e.g., according to need 
or housing readiness)

- Generates a ranked list
- Available housing allocated down the list

Supply of housing fixed 

=> algorithms only change allocation

Example 2: setting bail after arrest

- People are scored (e.g., according to risk of 
failing to appear in court)

- Scores, recommendations given to judges
- Judges decide how to set bail 

Supply of bail is not fixed

=> algorithms can change allocation AND 
composition

How algorithms matter depends on the setting 



Empirical setting: Kentucky bail decisions



Pre-Period: judges set bail without recommendations

Judges make bail decisions via brief phone calls with pretrial officers (admin court employees)

Before June 2011:

- Judge receives info about defendant, incident, risk level and makes a bail decision in a few 
minutes

- Risk level: Kentucky Pretrial Risk Assessment tool
- Judge decides whether to set money bail 

After June 2011: 

- House Bill (legislature action) recommends no money bail (“lenient bail”) for low and moderate 
risk level cases

- Judges could deviate by saying a few words (no large admin cost)
- No recommendation for high risk cases



The Kentucky Algorithm

After person booked, pretrial services 
officer calculates a risk score

- Not complex black-box ML tool – it is a 
“checklist tool” (or “rule-based formula”) 

-
- Total points and convert to levels:

- 0-5: low
- 6-13: moderate
- 14-24: high
-

- Scores have relative, not absolute 
meaning (e.g., high is riskier than low)

-
- Only levels shared with judges



June 2011: House Bill introduces recommendation for some cases

Judges make bail decisions via brief phone calls with pretrial officers (admin court employees)

Before June 2011:

- Judge receives info about defendant, incident, risk level and makes a bail decision in a few 
minutes

- Risk level: Kentucky Pretrial Risk Assessment tool
- Judge decides whether to set money bail 

After June 2011: 

- House Bill (legislature action) recommends no money bail (“lenient bail”) for low and 
moderate risk level cases

- Judges could deviate by saying a few words (no large admin cost)
- No recommendation for high risk cases
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No recommendation
Recommendation

(lenient bail for low/moderate cases)

Variation in recommendation over time and scores

June 2011

Lenient bail recommended for 90% of cases

Before June 2011, only 32% got lenient bail
(would align with a threshold of score<4)



Toy model and theoretical predictions



Status quo bail decisions 

Legal bail objective: set lowest possible bail to ensure court appearance, public safety     
=> want to set bail low but also want low misconduct

Judge has choice between lenient (no money bail; b=l) and harsh bail (money bail; b=h)

Judges do not face costs when made “correct decision”

=> updates misconduct costs under harsh, but detention under harsh is unverifiable
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Status quo bail decisions 

Legal bail objective: set lowest possible bail to ensure court appearance, public safety 
=> want to set bail low but also want low misconduct

Judge has choice between lenient (no money bail; b=l) and harsh bail (money bail; b=h)

Judge costs:       

P(m|b=l) x c(m|b=l)P(    (1-P(d|b=h)) x P(m|b=h) x c(m|b=h) + P(d|b=h) x c(d|b=h)

Judges do not face costs when make “correct decision”

=> no misconduct costs when harsh and released (but no way to “verify” detention choice because misconduct unobserved)

probability of 
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cost of 
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probability of 
release 

probability of 
misconduct 

cost of 
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cost of 
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probability 
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Status quo bail decisions 
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- P(m|b=l)=f(X, rA)
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Decisions with algorithm recommendations

Introduce algorithm recommendation R, which is based on rA

If recommendation impact judge predictions only:

- R: b=l tells judge that rA in {low, moderate}
- Judge already knew this because P(m|b=l)=f(X, rA)

- Prediction: no changes to behavior
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Decisions with algorithm recommendations

Theory 2: Recommendation changes judge error costs

Judges set bail based on two threshold rules (depending on if recommendation applies or not):
Harsh recommendation makes lenience more costly

School therapists re: mental health 
algorithmic recommendations

“I’d feel nervous about the 
liability... You have this thing 
telling you someone is high 
risk, and you’re just going to 
let them go?”

"[Bail] in this case is not consistent with … the risk assessment 
of the defendant prior to the setting of bail."

Lenient recommendation makes lenience less costly

In New York City court observations, 

“judges routinely stated that they only ordered people 
to be released [...] because the law forced them to.” 
(Corvert 2022)
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Causal effects of 
algorithmic recommendations
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Difference-in-differences approach
- Low/moderate risk level cases get a lenient recommendation
- High risk level cases do not



Difference-in-differences approach

Pooled DD: 15 pp increase / 50% increase (off the 30% baseline) 

- Low/moderate risk level cases get a lenient recommendation
- High risk level cases do not



Heterogeneity in effects across the risk score distribution



Heterogeneity in effects across the risk score distribution

Estimate DD for each 
risk score group < 14 
separately



Heterogeneity in effects across the risk score distribution

0.153

15 pp increase 
(off the 30% baseline) 



Heterogeneity in effects across the risk score distribution

Significant effects for all risk score groups

Absolute range: 10-20 pp

Relative range: +25% (0s) through +90% (10s)
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Another approach: leverage discontinuities

Judges know levels

I know underlying scores
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Post-period: Recommendation 
changes over threshold 
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Regression discontinuity after recommendations

Post-period: Recommendation 
changes over threshold 

RD: 13.7 pp increase
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Regression discontinuity after recommendations
=/= recommendation effect of interest 

Two other factors change discontinuously over threshold

1. Risk level label 2. Prior felony conviction rate
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PRE-PERIOD POST PERIOD

recommendation + 
risk level/felony probabilities 

change over threshold

risk level/felony probabilities 
change over threshold

Difference-in-discontinuity (diff-in-disc)= RD(post)-RD(pre) 
=> to isolate recommendation effect

Solution: leverage discontinuities across time periods
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Differences-in-discontinuities

Pre-period RD: 
+ 6.1 pp 

Post-period RD: 
+ 13.7 pp 

Diff-in-disc: 
+7.6 pp

Lenient recommendation increased 
lenient bail by ~50% at the margin 

Theory 2: Recommendation changes judge error costs  ✅
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Changes over time + implications for estimates
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- Levels optional
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- Levels mandated
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Pre-period RD: 
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[recommendation effect] 

same risk levels available



Changes over time + implications for estimates

- No recommendation
- Levels optional

- Recommendation (lenient bail 
for low/moderate cases)

- Levels mandated
June 2011

Identification concern: risk levels not consulted in some cases in pre-period…

Beforehand, levels consulted in ω cases (in [0,1]) :

Post-period RD: 
[recommendation eff] + [level effMH] + [prior felony eff]

Pre-period RD: 
ω[level effMH] + [prior felony eff]

Diff-in-disc: 
[recommendation effect] + (1-ω)[level effMH]

same risk levels available
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ω=0.81
Levels consulted in 
81% of cases
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Method 2: Intuitive subsetting

Focus on cases where risk level does not provide new info, so we think level effect should be 
close to 0

➔ Misdemeanors + no risk factors / scores of 0: no convictions, no prior FTAs

➔ 7% of the data 

14 pp increase in lenient bail
(15 pp = prior DD estimates)

0

DD estimates [recommendation effect] + (1-ω)[level effect]



Heterogeneous effects by defendant race



Concern that use of algorithms may widen racial disparities
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Racial disparities in risk scores, recommendations, and outcomes

Differences primarily due to: 
FTA, prior felony conviction, prior violent conviction weights

Concern that use of algorithms may widen racial disparities
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If bail automatically set by recommendations 
(low/mod => lenient; high => no lenient),

Black people would’ve been 3.3 pp less likely to 
get lenient bail (91.5% vs. 94.8%) than white people

After the recommendations implemented,

Black people were 9.3 pp less likely to get lenient 
bail (36.7% vs. 46%) than white people

suggests: lenient recommendation effects vary by defendant race

lenient no lenient

Racial disparities in risk scores, recommendations, and outcomes
Concern that use of algorithms may widen racial disparities
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Evidence across the risk score distribution

Black defendants are less likely 
to receive lenient bail than 

white defendants with identical risk scores
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Judges with more Black defendants respond less to lenient recommendations

Subset to cases with score <14,
Estimate judge x post FEs 

( judge FE for post period)
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Could this relationship be explained by… 

Judge characteristics?
- Demographics (race, gender)
- Experience (years as judge)
- Election competitiveness
- Misconduct rates

County characteristics?
- Population
- Crime rates

Data sources:
- Judge demographics/experience: hand-collect data from public profiles online, interviews with staff
- Election competitiveness: hand-collect data on 2010 local election PDFs 
- Misconduct rates: calculate FTA/re-arrest rates by judge in pre-period
- Population and crime rates: county-level data from 2010 UCR data 

Why do they respond less?
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+ FTA rate pre-
+ Rearrest rate pre-

+ FTA rate pre-
+ Rearrest rate pre-

+ County pop
+ Rural indicator

+ County pop
+ Rural indicator

+ Crime rate
+ Index crime rate
+ Prop crime rate
+ Violent crime rate

Suggestive evidence:
Reputational cover recommendations provide depends on county demographics 

similar to Feigenberg + Miller (2021) finding of higher CJS severity in more racially heterogeneous places

Judges who see 10 pp more Black defendants 
respond to the recommendation 3.8 pp less

(~25% drop from the 15 pp baseline effect)



Conclusion



Summary of key results

1. Algorithmic recommendations are common + they have independent effects 
on human decisions
- Setting algorithmic recommendations =/= solving a prediction problem
- Lenient recommendations increase lenient bail by 50%

2. Why? Recommendations can change private costs of errors
- Making mistakes is less costly when decision consistent with recommendation

(lenient recommendations provide “cover” for judges)
- Algorithms can impact: - decision-maker incentives (rather than just predictions)

- - composition of decisions (rather than just allocation)
-

3. Heterogeneity: Recommendations can have unintended effects
- Judges deviate from lenient recommendation more for Black defendants than for white 

defendants with the same algorithmic risk
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